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Editorial: 

A warm welcome to new members, Doreen Miller and Jewel Suter. We 

thought we were starting off to a better year in 2021, when suddenly, as I 

write this, we are back to level 2 with Auckland at level 3. Oh dear! 

At our February Social Meeting, we had a very interesting talk from our 

Cambridge Community Police representative, Deb Thurgood. Many of you 

will know of her from her regular column in our weekly local paper .She stood 

in front of us fully outfitted with all her “tools of trade” and explained the 

purpose of each item with anecdotes about her experiences on duty. Her 

vest is considerably weighed down with torch, Taser, pepper spray, 

handcuffs, baton, personal safety alarm, mobile phone with GPS tracker, 

and, soon to be added, a bodycam. 

Deb emphasized how important it is to the police to have the full community 

picture, and she stressed that we should report all break-ins and suspicious 

behaviour. This also helps the police with provision for adequate staffing 

levels. 

Looking ahead, don’t forget our AGM on the 15th March. Under level 2 we 

are allowed a gathering of up to 100, so we should be OK. 

Malcolm 

***************************** 
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Safety & Security on your PC 

A few tips to consider to keep yourself safe online. 

Keep your computers/laptops patched with the latest safety/security 

updates. 

Never be in a hurry when doing banking, purchasing online or entering 

sensitive details etc.  Take your time. 

The scammers are out in full force at the beginning of the year and 

especially in the Covid 19 climate we are in.   

One of the tricks scammers use is to disguise links, either with text, or a 

link that looks safe but isn’t.  It is really important that you think before 

you click.  Watch out for counterfeit links – that is links that look safe or 

text that disguises the destination of the links.  By hovering over a link, 

you can see the real link – uncloaked and not disguised.  When you 

hover  your mouse pointer over a link, the true link will appear 

somewhere down near the bottom left-hand end of the page. 

Remember Hover, do not click. 

Remember, if it seems too good to be true, it is too good to be true, so 

if you have a hunch that what you’re looking at is a scam, back 

yourself.  It IS a scam! 

Taken from the Green Mouse Newsletter. 

“Restarting your computer is the new 'shutting down properly' in terms 

of completing updates and for trouble shooting. If your computer is 

doing anything weird (including OneDrive not working) please do a 
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restart. It honestly fixes probably 90% of minor problems. To restart, click 

on the Windows icon in the bottom left, click on the Power symbol as 

you usually would to shut down, but then instead of clicking on Shut 

Down, select Restart. Even if your computer is working perfectly fine, we 

recommend doing a restart once a week. It's really quite important for 

the health of your computer.”  

Windows Feature Updates. 

In May this year the next Feature Update will be rolled out so if you are 

on version 1909 it will no longer be supported by Microsoft and should  

upgrade.  If you want the current Upgrade for 2020, you will need to do 

it before the roll out otherwise you may be forced to take the latest one 

which may not be fully stable.  To find your version, click Start – Settings 

– System and in the system page on the left click ‘About’.  Scroll down 

to view the version.  You should be on 2004 (April 2020) or 20H2 (Sept 

2020). 

Muriel 

 

Quotable Quotes: 

“I don’t make jokes. I just watch the government and report the facts”- Will 

Rogers. 

“In general, the art of government consists of taking as much as possible from 

one party of the citizens to give to the other”—Voltaire (1764) 

“Just because you do not take an interest in politics doesn’t mean politics 

won’t take an interest in you”—Pericles (430 BC.) 

Meetings for March: 

Committee- Monday 8th 

AGM- Monday 15th 9.30 am. 
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Some Federation support partners 

        

 

 

 


